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Challenges for Dudley neighborhood
• Poverty; unemployment; public safety
• Orange Line relocation (bus line substitution)
• Deterioration of building stock
• Previous public investments slow to leverage private investment
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Assets for Dudley neighborhood public and private development
• Main Streets model / success in other Boston neighborhoods
• History: Dudley Square once a thriving commercial center
• Architectural gem buildings renovated one by one
• Proximity to downtown (good for residential development prospects)
• Current transit hub location
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Role of public investment
• Public investment, first $$$s to go in
• Municipal improvements (streets, parks, lights, library, police station) 
• New schools
• New mixed housing
• Municipal & state & federal buildings
• Once there’s a critical mass, private investment follows
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Municipal government role
• Tapping  into Boston’s a) development expertise, b) CDE’s, c) NMTC-experienced law firms
• City of Boston conservative debt management allows for capacity to direct some municipal capital $$s to economic development
• Policy to focus on Dudley Square (City receives many capital requests!)
• Tailoring City capital needs to Dudley’s economic development needs

– Locating new Boston Public Schools in demographic center of school population
– Fitting this new construction plan into overall consolidation of City of Boston administrative buildings that have undergone no new construction since 1967
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Challenges to persuade NMTC investor & lenders of 
municipal financial backstop

• No room for doubt in City Hall regarding this project’s completion, and therefore no reason to raise capital far ahead of schedule, which would have increased finance cost
• City self-insurance sufficient as insurance catch-all
• CDE goals & City goals very similar (minority and residential hiring, and maximizing new jobs in the neighborhood -- therefore no need to duplicate measures)
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Governmental QALICBs; Dual Status

• Although, a nonprofit corporation can be a QALICB, the Regulations 
are at best unclear whether municipal corporation or a 
governmental entity not formed under a general nonprofit law can 
also be a QALICB.  The longstanding position of the Service, 
however, is that a government instrumentality not possessed of 
regulatory, enforcement or other sovereign powers, although 
exempt from income tax under Code §115, may also qualify for 
exemption under Sections 501(a) and 501(c)(3), when the dual 
exempt status entitles the instrumentality to a tax benefit or 
advantage not available without Section 501(c)(3) status.  See Rev. 
Ruls. 55-319, 1955-1 C.B 119, 74-15, 1974-1 C.B. 126: GCM 39280 
(September 13, 1984); see also Estate of Green, 82 T.C. 843 (1984); 
Old Colony Trust Co. v. U.S., 438 F2d 684 (1st. Cir. 1970).
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Governmental QALICBs; Dual Status

• In addition,  Section 509(a)(3) the Code, includes in the definition of 
exempt “support organizations”  an organization organized  and 
operated exclusively for the benefit of, to perform the functions of, 
or to carry out the purposes of an organization described in Section 
170(b)(1)(A) which includes governmental entities such as states or 
political subdivisions.
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Governmental QALICBs; Dual Status

• Finally, general tax principles recognizing the separate existence of a 
corporation that serves a business purpose also supports the use of 
municipally-controlled nonprofits as QALICBs.  Moline Properties, 
Inc. v. Commissioner, 319 U.S. 436 (1943).  Although the “business 
purpose” doctrine established by the United States Supreme Court 
in Moline Properties initially addressed for-profit corporations, the 
same doctrine has been held to apply in numerous cases involving 
nonprofit corporations.  See, e.g., IHC Health Plans, Inc. v. 
Commissioner, 325 F. 3d 1188 (10th Cir. 2003); De La Salle Institute 
v. United States, 195 F. Supp. 891 (N.D. Cal. 1961) rejecting a 
corporation’s claim for exempt status on the grounds that it was an 
“integral part” of another exempt organization.
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Integral Parts and Instrumentalities

• Treas. Reg. §301.7701-1(a)(3) provides that an entity formed under 
local law is not always recognized and that an organization wholly-
owned by a State is not recognized as a separate entity if it is an 
“integral part” of the State.  Thus, an entity treated as an “integral 
part” of the City, may not qualify as a QALICB.  
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Integral Parts and Instrumentalities

• Corporations formed by governmental bodies may be either 
“integral parts” or “instrumentalities” which are typically exempt 
from income tax under Section 115 of the Code because their 
income is derived from the exercise of an essential governmental 
function and accrues to a governmental body.  The seminal 
authority distinguishing integral parts and instrumentalities is Rev. 
Rul. 60-384, 1960-2 C.B. 172, which holds that exemption under 
501(a) and 501(c)(3) is available for an instrumentality but not for 
an integral part:
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Integral Parts and Instrumentalities

[A] wholly-owned state or municipal instrumentality
which is a counterpart of an organization described in
section 501(c)(3) of the Code such as a separately
organized school, college, university, or hospital may
qualify for exemption under section 501(c)(3) of the
Code. If the organization conducting the activity,
although a separate entity, is clothed with powers other
than those described in section 501(c)(3) it would not
be a clear counterpart of a section 501(c)(3)
organization. For example, where a wholly-owned state
or municipal instrumentality exercises enforcement or
regulatory powers in the public interest such as health,
welfare, or safety, it would not be a clear counterpart of
an organization described in section 501(c)(3) of the
Code even though separately organized since it has
purposes or powers which are beyond those described
in section 501(c)(3).
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Business Challenges:
Bridging the gap between two points of view, two sets of experiences:

• Overall Bank view: established underwriting and deal structuring based on credit risk policy.

• Overall City view: extensive experience developing projects similar in size and scope without 
accessing private capital. 

• Fundamental difference in municipal capital financing and private capital financing
– Bank – 100% of funds committed and available at closing
– City: staged funding through annual bond issuances

• “Out of the Box” for the Bank
– Construction Manager at Risk protocol
– City “back stop” v. Guaranties
– Self insurance for property

• Decision making: city had point person with autonomy to make decisions.  Bank has protocol for 
approvals and waivers of credit risk policy guidelines.  
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Legal Challenge

• Tax opinion had to be issued to the investor 
which, among other things, had to confirm 
that:  (i) the business entity was a QALICB and 
(ii) the investment that was being made to the 
QALICB qualified as debt.
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Central Legal Issues

• QALICB STATUS CHALLENGE:
– was it reasonable to expect that the QALICB would 

be engaged in an activity that generated 
revenue/furthered its exempt purpose within 
three years from the date the investment was 
made into the QALICB?

• TRUE DEBT CHALLENGE:
– would the QLICI investment be treated as true 

debt from a tax standpoint?
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Meeting of the Minds

• Both the Bank and the City were committed to 
finding middle ground.  Three other CDE lenders 
approved of the transaction nuances.  The 
catalytic effect of the revitalization of the 
neighborhood was apparent, making the project 
a high priority for all parties involved. 

• The Bank and the City learned about the other’s 
discomfort and comfort zones to find areas of 
compromise to guide the final decision makers. 


